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Working on the Spring Edition of CLASS MAGAZINE has been an
incredible  experience,  especially  with  the  fantastic  photo
shoot we had at the Connaught Bar. The shoot was dedicated to
celebrating the 15 years of seamless excellence at the hotel
bar, and we wanted to make it unforgettable.

One of the highlights of the shoot was the amazing magazine
cover concept that Class Magazine came up with. We utilized
three mixologists and a steady stream of liquid flowing from
one to another. The image was visually stunning and worked
incredibly well on social media platforms, generating a lot of
buzz among followers.

The concept also translated well to print, making for a great
set of magazine covers. I can’t wait to see the hard copy, as
I  know  it  will  be  a  great  addition  to  our  collection.
Sometimes,  it’s  good  to  go  #oldskool  and  appreciate  the
physical copies of magazines.

I would like to extend my heartfelt gratitude to Agostino,
Maura, and Giorgio, and the Connaught Cocktail team for their
contribution to the shoot. Their effort and dedication made it
possible for us to create such an unforgettable image. A big
clean-up was required after throwing all those drinks around,
but it was all worth it for the amazing result we achieved.
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In conclusion, the Spring Edition of CLASS MAGAZINE promises
to be a unique and exceptional issue. With an outstanding
photo shoot at the Connaught Bar and an amazing magazine cover
concept, I’m confident that readers will be thrilled with what
is in store for them. I hope to continue to create more
memorable shoots in the future and bring our readers the best
content possible.

Featuring:

Agostino Perrone, Master Mixologist for the Connaught Bar
@agodragos

Maura Milia, manager, The Connaught Bar @maura___milia

Giorgio Bargiani @giorgio_bar_giani

Links

More  from  the  Bar  
https://www.the-connaught.co.uk/restaurants-bars/connaught-b
ar/

More from Class Magazine – https://classbarmag.com/

Full Article

Full  article  from  Class  Mag
– https://classbarmag.com/news/fullstory.php/aid/951/Seamles
s%3A_the_story_of_Connaught_Bar_s_quest_for_greatness_as_it_
turns_15.html?fbclid=IwAR295_Z5HQP-izMeeMAjcGVVBJmndy-
q6UYMkMqQemtNKcpV8fSvpR4zfCU
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